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In commutative differential geometry the Frolicher-Nijenhuis bracket computes all kinds 
of curvatures and obstructions to integrability. In [l] the Friilicher-Nijenhuis bracket was deve- 
loped for universal differential forms of noncommutative algebras, and several applications were 
given. In this paper this bracket and the Frolicher-Nijenhuis calculus will be developed for 
several kinds of differential graded algebras based on derivations, which were introduced 
in [6]. @ 1997 Elsevier Science B.V. 
1991 Math. Subj. Class.: 58B30 
1. lntroduetion 
There are several generalizations of the differential calculus of differential forms in 
the noncommutative setting [l, 4, 6, 13, 141. We concentrate here on the differential 
calculus based on derivations as generalizations of vector fields [6] and we develop 
the Frolicher-Nijenhuis bracket in this setting, following the lead of [l]. 
Let us recall what the relevant notions of differential forms in this context are. Let A 
be an associative algebra with a unit 1. As usual we think of A as a generalization of 
an algebra of smooth functions. Then it is natural to consider the Lie algebra Der(A) 
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of all derivations of A with values in A, i.e. of all infinitesimal automorphisms of A, 
as a generalization of the Lie algebra of vector fields. Alternatively, for an ‘invariant’ 
theory one may prefer to use the Lie algebra Out(A) of all derivations of A modulo the 
inner derivations. Then Out(A) is Morita invariant and it also coincides with the Lie 
algebra of all vector fields in case that A is the algebra of smooth functions on a mani- 
fold. As for the commutative case (see [15]) the notions of differential forms can be 
extracted from the differential algebra C(Der(A), A) of Chevalley-Eilenberg cochains 
of the Lie algebra Der(A) with values in the Der(A)-module A. There are then two 
natural generalizations of the graded differential algebra of differential forms: A mini- 
mal one, L&,(A), which is the smallest differential subalgebra of C(Der(A),A) which 
contains A = C’(Der(A),A); and a maximal one, Q,,(A) = Cz(A)(Der(A),A), which 
consists of all cochains in C(Der(A),A) which are module homomorphisms for the 
module structure of Der(A) over the center Z(A) of A. In order to pass to the corre- 
sponding notions for Out(A) we notice that there is a canonical operation, in the sense 
of Cartan [2, 31, X H ix for X E Der(A), of the Lie algebra Der(A) in the graded 
differential algebra C(Der(A),A). Both !&&A) and Q,,(A) = CZc&Der(A),A) are 
stable under this operation and we define &&A) and &,JA) to be the differential 
subalgebras of &&A) and LID,,(A) consisting of all elements which are basic with res- 
pect to the corresponding operation of the ideal Int(A) of inner derivations of Der(A); 
similarly, one defines Cout(A)(Der(A),A). These graded differential algebras are also ob- 
vious generalizations of differential forms. Notice, however, that in contrast to G&(A) 
and &,(A) there is in general no differential calculus starting with A in these alge- 
bras, since they do not contain A but merely its center Z(A) = G&(A) = Q&(A) = 
C&&Der(A),A). The differential algebra C&A)(Der(A),A) tums out to be the differ- 
ential algebra C(Out(A),Z(A)) of all cochains of the Lie algebra Out(A) with values 
in the center Z(A), which is an Out(A)-module. Under this identification L&(A) be- 
comes the differential algebra CzcA,(Out(A),Z(A)) of Z(A)-multilinear cochains. This 
implies that &JA) is a Morita invariant generalization of the differential algebra of 
differential forms. C(Out(A),Z(A)) is of course also Morita invariant. 
We shall develop the theory in several directions. Firstly, we shall show that the 
derivation d : A --f @,,(A) is universal for the derivations of A in a category of bi- 
modules containing all bimodules which are isomorphic to subbimodules of arbitrary 
products of A considered as a bimodule: As suggested by Connes, we call these last 
bimodules diagonal bimodules. This means that when one restricts attention to the 
above category of bimodules containing the diagonal ones, the universal property of 
the derivation d : A --f @(A) factors through the canonical surjective bimodule homo- 
morphism 5 : B’(A) -+ G&,(A). 
Secondly, we shall generalize for these differential forms the Frolicher-Nijenhuis 
calculus for vector-valued differential forms. As generalization of the space of vector- 
valued differential forms we shall consider Der(A, Q&A)) in the case of !&,,(A), and 
Der(A,Qn,,(A)) in the case of Q,,,(A), etc. For the universal differential enveloping 
algebra L?(A) of A, the generalization of the Frolicher-Nijenhuis bracket has already 
been introduced on Der(A, Q(A)) in [l], and we shall also define such a generalization 
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for Der(A, C(Der(A),A)) Z C(Der(A), Der(A)). The generalizations proposed are natu- 
ral, so that under the sequence of homomorphisms and inclusions of graded differential 
algebras 
the corresponding sequence 
Der(A Q(A)) --t Der(A, &&A)) c Der(A,&,(A)) c Der(A, C(Der(A), A)) 
is a sequence of homomorphisms for the generalized Frolicher-Nijenhuis brackets. 
Moreover, we present here a novel approach to the Frolicher-Nijenhuis bracket, which 
uses the Chevalley coboundary operator for the adjoint representation a d which works 
also in other situations, see the proofs of Proposition 5.6 and Lemma 5.7. 
Since it is useful to have a theory which is well suited to topological algebras 
we develop from the beginning the whole theory in the setting of convenient vector 
spaces as developed by Frolicher and Kriegl. The reasons for this are the following: 
If the noncommutative theory should contain some version of differential geometry, a 
manifold M should be represented by the algebra C”“(M, R) of smooth functions on it. 
The simplest considerations of groups need products, and Coo@4 x N, R) is a certain 
completion of the algebraic tensor product C”(M, R) I% P’(iV, W). Now the setting of 
convenient vector spaces offers in its multilinear version a monoidally closed category, 
i.e. there is an appropriate tensor product which has all the usual (algebraic) properties 
with respect o bounded multilinear mappings. So multilinear algebra is carried into 
this kind of functional analysis without loss. The theory of convenient vector spaces 
is sketched in Section 2. 
We note that all results of this paper also hold in a purely algebraic setting: Just equip 
each vector space with the finest locally convex topology, then all linear mappings are 
bounded. 
2. Convenient vector spaces 
2.1. The notion of convenient vector spaces arose in the quest for the right setting 
for differential calculus in infinite dimensions: The traditional approach to differential 
calculus works well for Banach spaces, but for more general ocally convex spaces 
there are difficulties. The main one is that the composition of linear mappings tops 
being jointly continuous at the level of Banach spaces, for any compatible topology, 
so that even the chain rule is not valid without further assumptions. In 1982, Frolicher 
and Kriegl presented independently the correct setting for differential calculus in infinite 
dimensions, see their joint book [lo]. 
In addition to their importance for differential calculus convenient vector spaces 
together with bounded linear mappings and the appropriate tensor product form a 
monoidally closed category, the only useful one which functional analysis offers 
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beyond Banach spaces. So this category is the right setting for us: we shall need 
2.7 and 2.8 below. 
In this section we will sketch the basic definitions and the most important results 
concerning convenient vector spaces and Frolicher-Kriegl calculus. All locally convex 
spaces will be assumed to be HausdorfI. Proofs for the results sketched here can be 
found in [lo] (except for 2.8 which was proved in [l]). A complete coverage will be 
in the forthcoming book [ 181; [ 1, 16, 171 contain overviews. 
2.2. The P-topology. Let E be a locally convex vector space. A curve c : R -+ E is 
called smooth or Cm if all derivatives exist (and are continuous) - this is a concept 
without problems. Let CW( R,E) be the space of smooth curves. It can be shown that 
CW(lR,E) does depend on the locally convex topology of E only through its underlying 
bomology (system of bounded sets). The final topologies with respect o the following 
sets of mappings into E coincide: 
(i) C”( R, E). 
(ii) Lipschitz curves (so that {[c(t) - c(s)]/(t - s): t # s} is bounded in E). 
(iii) {EB -+ E: B bounded absolutely convex in E}, where EB is the linear span of 
B equipped with the Minkowski functional p&) := inf{J > 0: x E LB}. 
(iv) Mackey-convergent sequences x, + x (there exists a sequence 0 < 2, /” oo 
with 1,(x, - x) bounded). 
This topology is called the cm-topology on E and we write P’E for the resulting 
topological space. In general (on the space 9 of test functions for example) it is finer 
than the given locally convex topology; it is not a vector space topology, since addition 
is no longer jointly continuous. The finest among all locally convex topologies on E 
which are coarser than the cm-topology is the bomologification of the given locally 
convex topology. If E is a Frechet space, then PE = E. 
2.3. Convenient vector spaces. Let E be a locally convex vector space. E is said to 
be a convenient vector space if one of the following equivalent conditions is satisfied 
(called cm-completeness): 
(1) Any Mackey-Cauchy sequence (so that (x, - xm) is Mackey convergent to 0) 
converges. 
(2) If B is bounded closed absolutely convex, then ES is a Banach space. 
(3) Any Lipschitz curve in E is locally Riemann integrable. 
(4) For any ci E Ca(R,E) there is c2 E F’(R,E) with cl = ci (existence of 
antiderivative). 
(5) If f : R --) E is scalarwise Lipk, then f is LipR, for k > 1. 
(6) If f : R ---f E is scalarwise C” then f is differentiable at 0. 
(7) If f : [w -+ E is scalarwise C” then f is Coo. 
Here a mapping f : R -+ E is called LipR if all partial derivatives up to order k 
exist and are Lipschitz, locally on R. f scalarwise C” means that I o f is C” 
for all continuous (equivalently: all bounded) linear mnctionals on E. Obviously coo- 
completeness i weaker than sequential completeness, o any sequentially complete 
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locally convex vector space is convenient. From 2.2(iv) one easily sees that P-closed 
linear subspaces of convenient vector spaces are again convenient. We always assume 
that a convenient vector space is equipped with its bomological topology. For any 
locally convex space E there is a convenient vector space g called the completion of 
E, and a bomological embedding i: E -+ 8, which is characterized by the property 
that any bounded linear map from E into an arbitrary convenient vector space extends 
to 8:. 
2.4. Smooth mappings. Let E and F be locally convex vector spaces. A mapping 
f : E + F is called smooth or C”, if f o c E C”“(R, F) for all c E C”(R, E); 
so f * : P(lR, E) -+ P’(R,F) makes sense. Let CW(E, F) denote the space of 
all smooth mappings from E to F. For E and F finite dimensional this gives the 
usual notion of smooth mappings. Multilinear mappings are smooth if and only if they 
are bounded. We denote by L(E,F) the space of all bounded linear mappings from 
E to F. 
2.5. Differential calculus. We equip the space P’(lQ,E) with the bomologification of 
the topology of uniform convergence on compact sets, in all derivatives eparately. 
Then we equip the space P(E,F) with the bomologification of the initial topology 
with respect to all mappings c* : P’(E,F) --+ Coo(R,F), c*(f) := f o c, for all 
c E C”( R,E). We have the following results: 
(1) If F is convenient, then also C?(E,F) is convenient, for any E. The space 
L(E, F) is a closed linear subspace of P’(E) F), so it is convenient also. 
(2) If E is convenient, then a curve c: R + L(E,F) is smooth if and only if 
t H c(t)(x) is a smooth curve in F for all x E E. 
(3) The category of convenient vector spaces and smooth mappings is Cartesian 
closed. So we have a natural bijection 
C”(E x F, G) g Coo(E, P(F, G)), 
which is even a diffeomorphism. Of course this statement is also true for P-open 
subsets of convenient vector spaces. Note that this result, for E = R, is the prime 
assumption of variational calculus. As a consequence valuation mappings, insertion 
mappings, and composition are smooth. 
(4) The differential d : Coo(E, F) --) P-‘(E,L(E, F)), given by df(x)u := limt+s 
(l/t)(f(x + to) - f(x)), exists and is linear and bounded (smooth). Also the chain rule 
holds: d(f o g)(x)u = df(g(x))dg(x)u. 
2.6. The category of convenient vector spaces and bounded linear maps is complete 
and cocomplete, so all categorical limits and colimits can be formed. In particular we 
can form products and direct sums of convenient vector spaces. 
For convenient vector spaces El ,. . .,E,,, and F we can now consider the space of 
all bounded n-linear maps, L(E1,. . . , En; F), which is a closed linear subspace of 
P’(nb, Ei, F) and thus again convenient. It can be shown that multilinear maps are 
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bounded if and only if they are partially bounded, i.e. bounded in each coordinate and 
that there is a natural isomorphism (of convenient vector spaces) L(El, . . . , E,,; F) g 
L(El,..., Ek;L(Ek+l,...,E,;F)). 
2.7. Result. On the category of convenient vector spaces there is a unique tensor 
product 6 which makes the category symmetric monoidally closed, i.e. there are 
natural isomorphisms of convenient vector spaces L(E1; L(Ez, E3)) g L(EIc%Ez, ES), 
El&E2 SE&E1, El@Ez6E3) E (El&Ez)c?E3 and EC@ g E. 
2.8. Result (Cap et al. [l, 2.71). Let A be a convenient algebra, M a convenient right 
A-module and N a convenient left A-module. This means that all structure mappings 
are bounded bilinear. 
(1) There is a convenient vector space M&AN and a bounded bilinear map b : M x 
N -+ M@AN, (m,n) H m @A n such that b(ma,n) = b(m,an) for all a E A, m E M 
and n E N which has the following universal property: If E is a convenient vector 
space and f : M x N + E is a bounded bilinear map such that f (ma,n) = f (m,an) 
then there is a unique bounded linear map y : MOAN + E with f o b = f. 
(2) Let LA(M,N; E) denote the space of all bilinear bounded maps f : M x N -+ E 
having the above property, which is a closed linear subspace of L(M,N; E). Then we 
have an isomorphism of convenient vector spaces LA(M,N; E) G L(Mg,N,E). 
(3) Zf B is another convenient algebra such that N is a convenient right B-module 
and such that the actions of A and B on N commute, then M&AN is in a canonical 
way a convenient right B-module. 
(4) If in addition P is a convenient left B-module then there is a natural isomor- 
phism of convenient vector spaces 
2.9. Remark. In the following all spaces will be convenient spaces, and all multilinear 
mappings will be bounded, even if it is not stated explicitly. So all algebras will be 
convenient algebras and all modules will be convenient modules. L(E,F) etc. will 
always denote the space of bounded (multi)linear mappings. This setting includes the 
purely algebraic theory, where one just equips each vector space with its fmest locally 
convex topology, because then each multilinear mapping is bounded automatically. 
3. Preliminaries: graded differential algebras, derivations, and operations 
of Lie algebras 
3.1. Graded derivations. Let ‘% = ekEZ Nk be a graded associative algebra with unit, 
so that 91k.9.1’ c ak”. We denote by DerkM the space of all (graded) derivations 
of degree k, i.e. all linear mappings D : ‘$I --f 9I with D(‘%t) C ak+t and D(cp$) = 
D(cp)$+(- l)kf@($) for rp E ‘$I’. Then the space Der9L = ek Derk% is a graded Lie 
algebra with the graded commutator [Dl,Dz] := D1 o DZ - (-l)k’k’D2 o D1 as bracket. 
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This means that the bracket is graded anticommutative, [Oi,&] = -( - I)klkz[D~,Di], 
and satisfies the graded Jacobi identity 
[Dl, [~2,~311 = [[~1,~21,~31 + (-l)k’kz[~2,[~1,~311 
(so that ad(Dr ) = [Or, ] is itself a derivation of degree kt ). 
Let Z( 9l)q = {u E ‘91q : [a, b] = a&( - 1 )Q’ba = 0 for all b E 58’ and all I E Z} and 
consider the graded center Z(a) = eqez Z(rU)q of S?I, a graded commutative algebra 
with unit, which is stable under Der(%). Then Der(2l) is a (left) graded Z(a)-module 
and we have [a.Dl,Dz] = u.[Dl,Dz] - (-1)(4+“)k24(a).D1. 
3.2. Graded differential algebras. In this paper, a graded differential algebra is a Z- 
graded associative algebra % = ekEZ Mk equipped with a graded derivation d of 
degree 1 with d2 = 0, called the differential of ‘9X. 
3.3. The graded differential algebra of universal differential forms. Let A be a con- 
venient associative algebra with unit, and let (G?*(A),d) be the convenient graded 
differential algebra of (universal) (IGhler) differential forms, see for example [l]. Let 
us briefly repeat its construction: @(A) is the kernel of the multiplication ~1: A154 + 
A, a convenient A-bimodule. The bounded linear mapping d : A -+ Q’(A), given by 
d(u) = 1 @ a - a @ 1, has the following universal property, and the pair (C$(A), d) is 
uniquely determined by it: 
(i) For any bounded derivation D : A + N into a convenient A-bimodule N there is 
a unique bounded A-bimodule homomorphism Jo : Q’(A) + N such that D = Jo o d. 
We put Q’(A) := A, and for k E Z we define @(A) := IR’(A)6,_, ...@.@(A) (k 
factors). There is a canonical extension of d : A + Q’(A) to a bounded differential of 
the graded algebra Q*(A), i.e. a bounded derivation of degree 1 satisfying d2 = 0. 
and the resulting convenient graded differential algebra has the following universal 
property and is uniquely determined by it: 
(ii) For any bounded homomorphism cp : A -+ B of convenient algebras and for any 
convenient graded differential algebra (&9 = @~zo Bk, da) with 99s = B there exists a 
unique extension of cp to a homomorphism G(A) -+ 97 of graded differential algebras. 
3.4 Chevalley-Eilenberg cochains. Let g be a convenient Lie algebra and let E be a 
convenient vector space carrying a bounded representation f g, i.e. one has a bounded 
Lie algebra homomorphism g --f L(E,E). For each positive integer k, let C’(g,E) 
denote the convenient vector space L(Akg,E) of all bounded k-linear skew symmetric 
mappings of g into E. Notice that one has C’(g,E) = E canonically. The elements 
of Ck(g,E) are called (bounded) k-cochuins of g with ualues in E. The space of 
all (bounded) cochains of g with values in E is the convenient graded vector space 
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C(9,E) = $~o=Okh3m 0 ne defines a linear mapping d: C(g,E) -+ C&E) of 
degree one by setting: 
dq(&, . . . ,Xk): =~(-l)‘x,(~(XO,...,~,...,~)) 
i=O 
+ C(-l)i+‘&[~,Xj],X&. a a ,zi$, . .. ,Zji,. . e ,Xk) 
icj 
for q E @(g,E) and Xi E g. 
One has d* = 0 and therefore (C(g,E), d) is a complex. This is the Cheualley- 
Eilenberg complex of E-valued cochains of g and d is the Cheualley coboundary. In 
the case when E is a convenient unital algebra A, C(g, A) is canonically a graded unital 
algebra with product defined by 
for cp E C’(g,A) II/ E @(g,A) and Xj E g. 
If furthermore g acts by derivations of A, i.e. if the Lie algebra homomorphism 
g --) L(A,A) is valued in the Lie algebra 
Der(A) = {A’ E L(A,A) : X(ab) = X(a)b + a.X(b) for all a, b E A) 
then d is an antiderivation of C(g, A) and therefore, (C&4), d) is a graded differential 
algebra. 
In particular, C(Der(A),A) is a (convenient, unital) graded differential algebra. The 
convenient vector space Der(A) is not only a Lie algebra, it is also a bounded module 
over the center Z(A) of A. Moreover, Z(A) is stable by Der(A) and one has the usual 
formulas [X,aY] = X(a)Y + a[X, Y], etc. Let &,(A) = Cz(A,(Der(A),A) denote the 
subspace of C(Der(A),A) of all cochains which are Z(A)-multilinear. Then, as easily 
verified, &#) = @k>,, &,(4 is a graded differential subalgebra of C(Der(A),A). 
The graded differential algebra &(A) is a noncommutative generalization of differ- 
ential forms since it coincides with the graded differential algebra O(M) of differential 
forms on A4 whenever A is the algebra P’(M) of all smooth functions on a finite 
dimensional smooth manifold M. 
3.5 Cartan’s operations. If g is a convenient Lie algebra and if (9&d) is a graded 
differential algebra, an operation in the sense of Cartan of g in 2I is a linear mapping 
g + Der_i(%), written X H ix, such that for 2 x := ix d + d ix = [ix, d] E Dero(%) 
we have for all X, Y E g: 
ix iy + iy ix = [ix, iy] = 0, 
2~ iy - iY 2~ = [yx, kl = i[,r,r], 
2x YY - ZY 9x = [9x, ZYI = Z[X,Y]. 
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An element rz E ‘9I is called horizontal with respect o g whenever ixcr = 0 for all 
X E g; it is called invariant with respect o g if _Yxa = 0 for all X E g; and CI is 
called basic if it is both horizontal and invariant. 
The convenient space ~IH of horizontal elements of ‘?I is a graded subalgebra of 
!!I which is stable under 9~ for all X E g. The convenient space ‘2It of all invariant 
elements is a graded differential subalgebra of (2I,d), and the convenient space ‘%a of 
all basic elements is a graded differential subalgebra of 2lr, thus also of 2I. 
4. Derivations on universal differential forms 
4.1. Let A be a convenient associative algebra with unit, and let (Q*(A),d) be the 
convenient graded differential algebra of universal differential forms as described in 
3.3. In this section we review from [l] the description of all graded derivations on 
the graded differential algebra Q*(A). This leads directly to what we like to call the 
‘calculus of Frolicher-Nijenhuis’. 
4.2 Derivations vanishing on A. For every derivation X E Der(A) there exists a 
bounded A-bimodule homomorphism jx : O’(A) -+ A, by the universal property 3.3(i). 
It prolongs uniquely to a graded derivation j(X) = jx : O(A) -+ B(A) of degree -1 
which is called the contraction operator of the derivation X. By definition, jx vanishes 
on A. 
More generally, let us consider a graded derivation D E Derk(SZ*(A)) of degree k 
which vanishes on A, D 1 Q’(A) = 0. Such derivations are called algebraic derivations; 
they form a Lie subalgebra of Der(Q*(A)). Then D(aw) = aD(o) and D(oa) = 
D(o)a for a E A, so D restricts to a bounded bimodule homomorphism, an element of 
Hom~(Bz(A),L?‘+k(A)). Since @(A) for 1 2 1 is generated by @(A), the derivation 
D is uniquely determined by its restriction DI@(A) E Hom~(Q’(A),!@‘(A)). 
Let us denote by 
k := (DlQ’(A)i o d E Der(A,&+‘(A)) 
the corresponding derivation on A. We write D = j(K) = jK to express the unique 
dependence of D on K. Note the defining equation jK(al.d(az).a3) = al.K(az).a3 for 
ai EA. 
Conversely for K E Der(A,@‘(A)) with corresponding homomorphism jK E 
Hom$Q’(A), C@+‘(A)) and wi E f?(A) the formula 
defines an algebraic graded derivation jK E Der&!(A) and any algebraic derivation is 
of this form. The mapping 
j : Der(A, @‘(A)) + Der&!(A) 
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induces an isomorphism of convenient vector spaces onto the closed linear subspace 
of Der@(A) consisting of all graded bounded derivations which vanish on A. 
By stipulating j([K,L]4) := [j~,j~] we get a bracket [ , IA on Der(A,Q*+‘(A)) 
which defines a convenient graded Lie algebra structure with the grading as indicated, 
and for K E Der(A,@‘(A)), and L E Der(A, &‘(A)) we have 
[K,Lld =jKoL-(-l)MjpK. 
[ 7 14 is a version of the bracket of De Wilde-Lecomte and Gerstenhaber, see [5, 
11, 121. 
4.3. Lie derivations and the FrGlicher-Nijenbuis bracket. The exterior derivative d 
is an element of DerlG(A). We define for K E Der(A,&(A)) the Lie derivation 
2~ = Y(K) E Der#A) by 
9~ := [jK,d] =jKd - (-l)k-‘djK. 
Then the mapping .Z : Der(A, S*(A)) -+ Der&(A) is obviously bounded and it is 
injective by the universal property of Q’(A), since JZKa = jKda = K(a) for a E A. 
Note that 3~ is an extension of the derivation K : A + @(A) to a graded derivation 
of the graded algebra Q*(A) of degree k. 
Lemma (Cap et al. [l, 4.71). For any graded derivation D E De@(A) there are 
unique homomorphisms K E Der(A, &(A)) and L E Der(A, @+‘(A)) such that 
We have L = 0 if and only if [D, d] = 0. D is algebraic if and only if K = 0. 
Note that j&c = kw for 0 E &(A). Therefore we have YdW = jd do - d j&l = 
(k + l)dw - kdo = do. Thus yd = d. 
Let K E Der(A,SZk(A)) and L E Der(A,SZ’(A)). Then obviously [[YK, PL],d] = 0, 
so we have 
[g(K), g(L)1 = -WKJI) 
for a uniquely defined [K,L] E Der(A,@‘(A)) which is called the (abstract) 
Frblicher-Nijenhuis bracket of K and L. 
The space Der(A,G!*(A)) = ek Der(A,@(A)) with its usual grading and the 
Frolicher-Nijenhuis bracket is a convenient graded Lie algebra. d E Der(A,Q’(A)) 
is in the center, i.e. [K, d] = 0 for all K, see [ 1, 4.91. 
3 : D-W, Q*(A)), 1 , 1) --) DerB(A) is a bounded injective homomorphism of 
graded Lie algebras. For K E Der(A, &(A)) and L E Der(A, Q’+‘(A)) we have 
[~dtl =AKLI) - (-l)k’Rh 00. (1) 
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For Ki E D&4,@(A)) and Lj E Der(A,@+‘(A)) we have 
-tj ([W21d + VW21 - Wk’kz[K2,h1). (2) 
Each summand of this formula looks like a semidirect product of graded Lie algebras, 
but the mappings 
j : Der(A, G?*-‘(A)) -+ Endw(Der(A, G?*(A)), [ , I), 
ad : Der(A, O*(A)) --+ EndK(Der(A,Q*-‘(A)), [ , I’), 
ad& = [K, L], 
do not take values in the subspaces of graded derivations. We have instead for K E 
Der(A,@(A)) and L E Der(A,@‘(A)) the following relations: 
jL o [Kl,Kz] = [jr. 0 Kd21+ (+‘[Kl,h oK21 
- ((-l)k”j(ad~,L) o KZ - (-l)(“+‘“j(ad,~) oKl), 2 (3) 
- ((-l)kR’ad(j(L1) o K)L2 - (-1)(k+k’)Qad(j(L2) OK)&). (4) 
4.4. Naturality of the Friilicher-Nijenhuis bracket. Let f : A + B be a bounded 
algebra homomorphism. Two elements K E Der(A,@(A)) and K’ E Der(B,@(B)) are 
called f-related or f-dependent, if we have 
K’of =Qk(f)oK:A-,S2k(B), (5) 
where G!*(f): Q*(A) + Q*(B) is given by the universal property 3.3(ii). From [l, 
4.121 we have the following results: 
(i) If K and K’ are f-related then jut o Q(f) = sZ( f) o Jo : Q(A) + Q(B). 
(ii) If jut o a(f = Q(f) o jKld(A), then K and K’ are f-related, where 
d(A) c Q’(A) denotes the space of exact l-forms. 
(iii) Kj and Kj are f-related for j = 1,2, then Jo, o K2 and Jo; o Ki are f-related, 
and also [Kl, K#’ and [Ki, K$’ are f-related. 
(iv) If K and K’ are f-related then 9~’ o 52(f) = 52(f) o 2’~ : B(A) + Q(B). 
(v) If 6pKt o 52(f) 1 Q”(A) = Q(f) o 2~ 1 Q”(A), then K and K’ are f-related. 
(vi) If Kj and Kj are f-related for j = 1,2, then their Frolicher-Nijenhuis brackets 
[KI, K23 and [Ki, K,‘] are also f-related. 
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5. The Friilicher-Nijenlmis calculus on Chevalley type cochains 
5.1. Insertion operators. Let A be a convenient associative algebra with unit. Using 
the setting from 3.4, for X E Der(A) we consider the insertion operator 
ix : C*(Der(A), A) + C*-‘(Der(A), A), 
(k~)(Z ,...) Xk) := 0(X,X, ,...) Xj), 
which is a derivation of degree -1 satisfying ixlCO(Der(A),A) = ixlA = 0. Note that 
ix maps the graded differential subalgebra Q&Der(A),A) into itself. 
More generally, let K E @(Der(A),Der(A)) := &.,JDer(A); Der(A)) be a bounded 
skew symmetric k-linear mapping Der(A)k+l -+ Der(A). Then we may define: 
iK : C’(Der(A),A) --+ C ‘+k-‘(Der(A),A)(i~o)(X~, . . . ,&+k_l)) 
1 
= k! (I- l)! aEYk+l_-l c 
sign (0) aw&19.. . ,&k)&k+l)~ . . .) (6) 
Note that iIdoetiAj w = 1.0 for w E C’(Der(A),A). 
Lemma. iK is u derivation of degree k - 1, iK E Derk_1 (C*(Der(A), A)). 
Proof. Clearly one may write 
GKW)(& ,...,&+k-1) 
= c (-l)“+..‘+‘“-vw(K(& ,,..., &),X1 ,..., & ,..., g ,... ). 
i, <...<h 
(7) 
Using expression (7) one may check directly that then we have 
[ix,i~] = iqx,...) = iixK for any X E Der(A). (8) 
From (8) it is then easy to prove that for cp E Cp(Der(A),A) and $ E Cq(Der(A),A) 
we have 
iK((p.$) = (if@).+ + (-l>'k-l'P~.(iKII/), 
by induction on k + p + q. 0 
5.2. Remark. In general there exist more bounded graded derivations D in the space 
Der(C(Der(A),A)) which vanish on A, than just those of the form iK for some K E 
C(Der(A),Der(A)). We shall give an explicit description of all graded derivations 
on C(Der(A),A) in Section 6 below, but we will not extend the Friilicher-Nijenhuis 
calculus to this description: it is too complicated. 
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5.3. Now let K E @(Der(A),Der(A)) and L E C’(Der(A),Der(A)). Then for the 
graded commutator we have 
[i~,i~] = iK iL - (-l)(R-l)(‘-l)iL iK = i[K,L]h, 
where 
[K,L]/’ = iKL - (-1) - (’ lX’-l)i~K E Ck+z-l(Der(A), Der(A)) 
is the Nijenhuis-Richardron bracket, see [21], a graded Lie bracket on the graded 
vector space C *+l ( Der(A),Der(A)). Here iL acts on C(Der(A), Der(A)) by the same 
formula as in (6). 
5.4. Lie derivations. For K E Ck(Der(A),Der(A)) let us now define the Lie derivation 
9~ along K by the graded commutator 
=$?K = [iK,d] = iK d - (-l)k-ld ix E Derk(C(Der(A),A)). 
Note that _Y,doer(Aj = d. 
5.5. Lemma. The Lie derivative ofw E C’(Der(A),A) along K is given by 
(gKw)(&, . . . ,xk+l) 
?x 
ZZ- 




c k!(l-l)! (I sign o o’([X,l,K(X,z,. . . ,&(k+l))],&(k+q,. . .) 
1 
_(k- l)!(Z- 1)!2! (r c sign o ~(K([&l~~021~~39~~ .)&?(k+Z), . . .> 
. (9) 
Proof. This can be shown by a direct computation starting from formula (7). q 
5.6. Proposition. Let K E Ck(Der(A), Der(A)) and L E Cl(Der(A), Der(A)). Then for 
the graded commutator we have 
[gf& ZL] = ZK YL - (-l)(k-‘X’-l)& 2K = z[K,L], 
where [K, L] E Ck+‘(Der(A), Der(A)) is given by the following formula: 
[K, L](& ,...I xk+f ) 
si@ o [K(&, . . . ,&k)tL(&(k+l), . . . ,-%(k+l))l 
* 
sign e WXo1,K(-G2,. . . &(k+l))l,&(k+Z), . . .) 
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1 
_(k- 1)!(1- 1)!2! c 
sign c ~(~([&1&21~&39~. .)&(k+2), . . .) 
d > 
-(- 1 )kl+l 
( (k -:,I II c 




_(k- 1)!(1- 1)!2! ~ c 
sign o ~(~([&&21~.&3~~~ .)&(l+Z), . . . )). (10) 
The bracket [K,L] is called the Friilicher-Nijenhuis bracket, It is a graded Lie bracket 
on C*(Der(A), Der(A)). 
Proof. Comparing the Chevalley coboundary operator (see 3.4) 
awf1 3.. . ,xk+l) = j$ c S&F 0 LbJWa2,. . . ,%(k+l))l 
d 
1 
-(k - 1)!2! (I c 
sign o ~([-&1~&21~&3~~. . ,&(k+l)) 
for the adjoint representation of the Lie algebra Der(A) with the Frolicher-Nijenhuis 
bracket (10) one sees that 
[K,L] = [K,L], + (-l)‘i(aK)L - (-l)k’++(aL)K, 
where we have put 
(11) 
[K,L]A(&, . . . ,&+[I 




Formula (11) is the same as in [21, p. 1001, where it is also stated that from this 
formula ‘one can show (with a good deal of effort) that this bracket defines a graded 
Lie algebra structure’. Similarly, we can write the Lie derivative (9) as 
gK = Y,,(K) + (-l)ki(aK), (13) 
where the action Y of Der(A) on A is extended to YA : C(Der(A),Der(A)) x C(Der 
(AM) + C(Der(A),A) by 
(~A(~o)(&, . . . ,&+k) 
= j&j c ~W~WW(X,l,. . . ,&k))(dx,(k+I), . . .,X&k+&). 
. . rJ 
(14) 
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Using (13) we see that 
[6RK, S?L] = SA(K)YA(L) - (- 1 Y’=%G)=%(V 
+(-1)%(X)9/+) - (-l)~‘+~~*(L)i(aK) 
-(-l)k’+‘i(aL)Y*(K) + (-l)‘&(K)@L) 
+(-l)k+‘i(aK)i(Z) - (-l)kz+k+‘i(8L)i(8L), 
and from (11) and (13) we get 
z[KJ] = S[K,L]~ + (- l Yp;Pi(X)L - (-l P+r~i(f3L)K 
(15) 
= 64,([K,LlA) + (-l)k+'i(WW~) 
+(-l)k_YA(i(Z)L) + (-l)ki(&(~K)L) 
-(-l)“+‘=YA(i(Z)K) - (-l)k’+ki(&(CJL)K). (16) 
By a straightforward direct computation one checks that 
Y*(K)Y/Y(L) - (-l)R’%@)=%(K) = DEW&). (17) 
If the derivation iK of degree k looks at the expression _Y,,(L)o, it sees only the 
‘wedge’ product in 3.4, so we may apply Lemma 5.1 (or reprove Lemma 5.1 in this 
situation) and get 
iKZA(L)w = YA(i~L)o + (-l)@-‘]‘SA(L)i~o. (18) 
By a straightforward combinatorial computation one can check directly from the defi- 
nitions that the following formula holds: 
a(i~L) = iaKL + (-l)k-1iK8L + (-l)RIK,L]A. (19) 
Moreover, it is obvious that 
W,L], = [cx,LlA + (-ly[K,aL]A. (20) 
We have to show that (15) equals (16). This follows by using (17), twice (18), twice 
(19), (20), and aa = 0. 
That the Frolicher-Nijenhuis bracket defines a graded Lie bracket follows now from 
the fact that _!Z : C(Der(A), Der(A)) + Der(C(Der(A),A)) is injective. 0 
5.7. Lemma. For K E @(Der(A),Der(A)) and L E C’(Der(A),Der(A)) we have 
[9~,i~] = i([K,L]) - (-l)R(‘-‘)Z(iJQ, or 
[k,TK] = 9(G) + (-l)ki([L,K]). 
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Proof. The two equations are obviously equivalent by graded skew symmetry, and 
the second one follows by inserting the following formulas, all from 5.6: expand the 
equation by (13), (1 l), and use then (19). 0 
5.8. Remark. As formal consequences of Lemma 5.7 we get the following formulae: 
For Ki E Ca(Der(A),Der(A)) and Li E C&+‘(Der(A),Der(A)) we have 
= 9 ([KI,K2] + iL,K2 - (-l)klk2iLzK1) 
+i (LJ21" + Kd21- (-1)k'k2E,hl). (21) 
Each summand of this formula looks like a semidirect product of graded Lie algebras, 
but the mappings 
i : C(Der(A), Der(A)) -+ EndK(C(Der(A),Der(A)), [ , 1) 
ad : C(Der(A), Der(A)) + EndK(C(Der(A), Der(A)), [ , I”) 
do not take values in the subspaces of graded derivations. We have instead for K E 
Ck(Der(A), Der(A)) and L E C’+‘(Der(A), Der(A)) the following relations: 
zi[Kl,&l = [i&1X21 + (-l)k”K~,kK21 
- ((-l)k”i([K~,Ll)K2 - (-l)‘k’+‘)k2i([K2,L])K1), (22) 
[K,[Ld21*1 = [K,~,1,~21” + (-l)kf’[b, K~211” 
- ((-1)“‘[i(L1)K,L21 - (-l)(k+‘1)12[i(L2)K,L1]). (23) 
The algebraic meaning of these relations and its consequences in group theory have 
been investigated in [20]. The corresponding product of groups is well known to alge- 
braists under the name ‘Zappa-Szep’-product. 
Moreover, the Chevalley coboundaty operator is a homomorphism from the 
Frolicher-Nijenhuis bracket o the Nijenhuis-Richardson bracket: 
c?[K,L] = [cTK,X-f’ (24) 
Proof. (21) follows from repeated applications of Lemma 5.7. It is easy to show 
that the images under S of both sides of (22) coincide, using Lemma 5.7, then we 
just note that 2 is injective. For (23) it is again easy to show that the images un- 
der i of both sides coincide, again using Lemma 5.7; also i : C(Der(A), Der(A)) -+ 
Der(C(Der(A),A)) is injective. 
(24) follows from (ll), (19) and (20) and from 5.3. q 
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5.9. The graded differential Lie-subalgebra Cz(A)(Der(A), Der(A)). Clearly a deriva- 
tion iK E Der(C(Der(A),A)) for K E @(Der(A),Der(A)) maps the graded differential 
subalgebra CZ(A,(D~~(A),A) into itself if and only if K is skew Z(A)-multilinear, i.e. 
K E Cz(A)(Der(4, Der(A )), 
K&G , . . . ,zkXk) = z1 . . .zkK(Xl, . . . , Xk) for all zi E Z(A) and Xi E Der(A). 
Then also the Lie derivation 9~ respects CqA)(Der(A),A) = &&4), and so the 
closed linear subspace CZ(A)(Der(A), Der(A)) is a graded Lie subalgebra for both brack- 
ets [ , l”md[ , 1, and all formulas in this section continue to hold. But note 
that in the simpler formula (1 1 ), although [K,L] is Z(A)-multilinear, none of the three 
summands i  in Cz(A)(Der(A),Der(A)). The same applies to (13) 
5.10. Remark. If K E C’(Der(A),Der(A)) = L(Der(A),Der(A)) then formula (10) 
boils down to 
[K, K](X, Y) = 2([KX, KY] - K[KX, Y] - K[X KY] + K2[x Y]). 
So if [K,K] = 0 then the image of K is a Lie subalgebra of Der(A). If K is moreover 
a projection, K o K = K, then also the kernel is a Lie subalgebra. In this case one 
could view K as a ‘connection’ and could say that the kernel and the image of K are 
‘involutive subbundles’ whose ‘curvatures vanish’, compare with [l, Section 51. We 
shall elaborate on this topic in a later paper. 
If K : Der(A) -+ Der(A) is semisimple with [K,K] = 0, then each eigenspace of K 
is also a Lie subalgebra. For if KX = AX and KY = 1Y then we get (K - A)‘[X, Y] = 0 
and thus K[X, Y] = l[X, Y]. In particular the kernel of K is a Lie subalgebra I = 0. 
If, moreover, K is Z(A)-linear, K E C&)(Der(A),Der(A)) = Der(A,Q,&t)), then 
the above Lie subalgebras of Der(A) are also Z(A)-submodules. 
6. Description of all derivations in the Chevalley differential graded algebra 
6.1. Insertion operators. The space Homj(CP(Der(A),A),A) is a sort of ‘A-dual’ of 
CJ’(Der(A),A). Let us write @,,)A E A for the evaluation of the element E E 
Hom$CJ’(Der(A),A),A) on q E Cp(Der(A),A). Note that for a, b E A we have 
(E,a.rp.b)/, = a.(E,cp),i.b. Th en we consider the (closure of the) linear subspace 
c Ci(Der(A),A).CP-‘(Der(A),A) c CP(Der(A),A) 
O<i<p 
and its annihilator 
( 
0 
AnnP(Der(A),A) : = c C’(Der(A),A).CP-‘(Der(A),A) 
O<i<p 
C Hom$CP(Der(A),_4),A), 
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and set 
Ann’(Der(A),A) = Hom$C’(Der(A),A),A), 
Ann’(Der(A),A) = Der(A). 
For E E AmP(Der(A),A) we consider the ‘insertion operator’ 
is : C*(Der(A),A) + C *-P(Der(A),A), 
(ko)(Xl )...) x,) := (9,co(\ ,a.., ,Xl,...A))A, , ” 
p times 
which is a derivation of degree -p satisfying is ICq(Der(A), A) = 0 for q < p, since 
8 is an A-bimodule homomorphism and annihilates all ‘small’ products. 
More generally let K E @(Der(A), AnnP(Der(A),A)) be a bounded skew symmetric 
k-linear mapping Der(A)k -+ AnnP(Der(A),A). Then we define the bounded linear 
mapping iK : C’(Der(A),A) 4 C ‘+k-J’(Der(A),A) by iK)Cq(Der(A),A) = 0 for q < p, 
and by 
(iK w>(& , . . . &+k--p) 
1 
= k! (I - l)! aE9k+l_, 
c sign ~.(K(&l,. . . 7Xak),~(wXc(k+l)r’ ’ -))A- (25) 
p times 
Lemma. iK is a deriuation of degree k - p, iK E Derk_,(C*(Der(A),A)). 
Proof. Clearly one may write 
(iKw)(&, . . . ,-%+k-1 ) 
o( )...) 
. 




Using expression (26) one may check directly that then we have 
[ix,k] = iK(X,...) = iixK for any X E Der(A). (27) 
From (27) it is easy to prove that for cp E P(Der(A),A) and ~5 E C”(Der(A),A) we 
have 
iK(q.$) = (iK(p).+ + (-1)fk--P)m~e(iK$)7 
by induction on k - p + m + n, for each fixed p. 0 
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6.2. Proposition. Let D E Derk(C(Der(A),A)) be a graded derivation. Then there are 
unique & E @(Der(A),Der(A)) = @(Der(A), Ann’(Der(A),A)) and KP E @J’(Der 
(A), AmF(Der(A),A)) for p = 1,2,. . . such that 
Note that on each fixed component C’(Der(A),A) this is a finite sum. 
Proof. Let D E Derk(C(Der(A),A)) be a graded derivation. Then the restriction DIA 
of D to A = C’(Der(A),A) is an element of 
KO := DJA E Der(A, C?(Der(A),A)) 
= Der(A,L(AkDer(A),A)) 
= L(kDer(A),Der(A,A)), by 2.6 
= C?(Der(A), Der(A)). 
By 5.4 we have the Lie derivation _YK,, E Derk(C(Der(A),A)) which coincides with 
D on A = CO(Der(A),A), so that the difference D - 6”K, E Derk(C(Der(A),A)) is a 
graded derivation with (D - $RKo)IA = 0. So 
K1 := (D - .YKO)JC1(Der(A), A) E Homi(C1(Der(A),A),Ck+‘(Der(A),A)) 
= Homi(L(Der(A),A),L(k+‘Der(A),A)) 
= L(k+‘Der(A), Hom$L(Der(A),A),A)) by 2.6 
= L(k+‘Der(A),Ann’(Der(A),A)). 
By 6.1 we get a derivation iK, : C(Der(A),A) --f C(Der(A),A) and the difference D - 
d;“K, - i& E Derk(C(Der(A),A)) now vanishes on A = CO(Der(A),A) and C’(Der 
(A),A). Thus the restriction is an A-bimodule homomorphism 
(D - z& - iK, )IC’(Der(A),A) : C2(Der(A),A) + Ck+2(Der(A),A)) 
vanishing on all products of l-forms. If we consider 
Kz := (D - 2’~~ - iK, ) IC’(Der(A),A) E Homi(C2(Der(A),A), Ck+2(Der(A),A)) 
= Hom$C2(Der(A),A),L(Ak+2Der(A),A)) 
= L(Ak+‘Der(A),Hom$C2(Der(A),A),A)) by 2.6, 
= Ck+2(Der(A),Ann2(Der(A),A)), 
then by Lemma 6.1 we have a derivation iK2 E Derk(C(Der(A),A)) which vanishes on 
Cq(Der(A),A) for q = 0,l and coincides with D - 2~ - iK, on C’(Der(A),A), so the 
derivation D - 9~~ - iK, - i& vanishes on Cq(Der(A),A) for q = 0, 1,2, and we may 
repeat the process. 0 
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6.3. Remarks. If we try to expand the graded commutator [i~,i~] using Proposition 
6.2, the resulting formulas are too complicated to be written down easily: we should 
invent new notation. We refrain from doing this since we also have no use for it. 
For K E @(Der(A),Ann’(Der(A),A)) we get [i~,d]]A = JZk(A, where g E CR(Der 
(A),Der(A)) is given by &Xi,. . .,&)(a) = K(X I,. . . ,&)(da). The higher-order part 
in the expansion of [i~,d] according to Proposition 6.2 does not vanish, and it can be 
written down in principle. 
If we want to classify all derivations in Der(Cz(A,(Der(A),A)) we can just repeat 
the development in this section, but have to replace Annk(Der(A),A) everywhere by 
the annihilator 
0 
Ann&,(Der(A),A) : = c CL,,(Der(A),A).C&$Der(A),A) 
O<i<p 
E Hom~(C~(,,(Der(A),A),A), 
Ann.&,(Der(A),A) = Hom~(C~(A)(Der(A),A)), 
Ann’&,)(Der(A),A) = Ann’(Der(A),A) = Der(A). 
7. Diagonal bimodules 
7.1. The differential graded algebra &&I). By the universal property of (B*(A),d) 
there is a unique bounded homomorphism of graded differential algebras 
d d 
A - Q’(A) - i-P(A) d . . . 
II 1 il 1 12 
d 
A --+ C&,,(Der(A),A) 5 C$,,(Der(A),A) -% ... 
which is given by 
(t.ka)(& ,..., xk) =jx, . ..jx.o E a’@) = A, 
for o E Dk(A) and Xi E Der(A). The kernel of [ is the space 
F’Q*(A) = f8k>oF1szk(A), 
F’&(A) = {co E d(A) : Jo, . ..&o = 0 for all xi E Der(A)}, 
see [6], which is a closed graded differential ideal in (G(A),d) by a short computation. 
It is part of an obvious filtration which leads to a spectral sequence, see also [6]. The 
image of the homomorphism 5 is denoted by (Q&(A),d) and it will be equipped with 
the quotient structure of a convenient vector space, which is a finer structure than that 
induced from CZ(A)(Der(A), A). 
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Note that C&(A) is not functorial in A in general; its convenient structure makes it 
useful as a source for constructions. 
7.2. Derivation based bimodules The space G?&(A) = sZ’(A)/{w E B’(A): jxw = 0 
for all X E Der(A)} has the following remainder of the universal property 3.3(i): 
(1) For any bounded derivation X : A -P A there is a unique bounded A-bimodule 
homomorphism ix : Q&(A) --) A such that X = ix o d. 
We now say that an A-bimodule M is a derivation-based A-bimodule if the following 
property is satisfied: 
(2) For any bounded derivation D: A + M there is a bounded A-bimodule homo- 
morphism in : C&,(A) -+ M such that D = in 0 d. In fact, if iD exists it is 
unique since the image of d generates &,(A) as A-bimodule. 
By the universal property 3.3(i) of @(A) condition (2) is equivalent to the following: 
(3) Hom$SZ’(A),M) = Hom~(C&,(A),M). 
It is obvious that for an arbitrary index set J the direct product AJ with the product 
A-bimodule structure has property (2), and also each of its sub A-bimodules. Let us call 
a diagonal bimodules any A-bimodule which is isomorphic to a submodule of some 
product AJ. So all diagonal bimodules are derivation based. The concept of diagonal 
bimodules has been announced in [9]. 
7.3. Proposition. An A-bimodule K is diagonal if and only if the ‘A-dual’ Hom’$K, A) 
separates points on K. For each A-bimodule M there exists a universal diagonal 
quotient pi : M --) Diag(M) such that each bimodule homomorphism from M into a 
diagonal bimodule K factors over Diag(M): 
M-K 
PM 1 II 
Diag(M) - K 
Let Bimod be the category of all A-bimodules and let Diag denote the full sub- 
category of all diagonal A-bimodules, with 1: Diag --t Bimod the embedding and 
Diag : Bimod : + Diag the functor from above. Then Diag is left adjoint to 1, i.e. we 
have the following natural correspondence: 
Hom$Diag(M), K) Z Homi(M, zK) 
Thus the functor Diag respects colimits, whereas 1 respects limits, and the category 
Diag is complete: products and submodules of modules in Diag are again in Diag. 
Proof. The vector space Hom$AJ,A) clearly separates points on A’, so this is also 
true for each sub bimodule of AJ. For an arbitrary A-bimodule M we consider the 
following homomorphism of A-bimodules: 
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and we denote by Diag(M) the image of PM, a diagonal A-bimodule. If the vector 
space Hom$M,A) separates points on M then pi is injective and M is diagonal. The 
kernel of pM is given by ker(pM) = {m E M: q(m) = 0 for all cp E Hom$M,A)}, 
and obviously any homomorphism M -+ K into a diagonal A-bimodule K vanishes on 
ker( PM) and thus factors through pi. 
The remaining statements follow by basic category theory. 0 
7.4. Examples. We have Diag(B’(A)) = G?&(A), since any homomorphism @(A) --+ 
A corresponds to a derivation A + A and thus factors to a homomorphism slkr(A) 
+ A. 
Obviously we have Diag(A) = A, but let us consider Diag(A6A). We have Homj(A6 
A,A) S A by cp H cp( 1 @ 1 ), so ker(p,gA : A6A --+ Diag(A&A)) consists of all 
c a&b, E A&A which satisfy c a,.c.b, = 0 for each c E A. (28) 
n n 
Taking c = 1 in (28) we see that ker(pA@A) c B’(A), and for each element in (28) 
we have 
xa,&b, = xa,db,, 
n n 
Ld(c) c a,, db, = c an.(c.b,, - b,.c) = 0, 
n n 
so that ker(pABA) is the subspace !~‘(A)H__I~~(A) of all elements in @(A) which are 
horizontal with respect o Int(A), see 3.5. 
We also see that 1 @ a - a ~3 1 E ker(pAaA) if and only if a E Z(A), so that Papa 
factors as follows: 
A6A + AC&(& -+ Diag(A6A). (29) 
Since Diag is a left adjoint functor, it is right exact, and we get the following diagram 
with exact rows and exact columns: 
0 0 
1 1 
0 - F’d(A) - Q’(A),-,nu, * @&IH-~,,) - 0 
1 1 0 1 
0 - Q’(A) - A@A ,A -0 
W4 1 46.4 1 II 
&(A) - Diag A @A ,A -0 
1 1 1 
0 0 0 
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From this and the factorization (29) it follows, that for commutative 
Diag(A6A) = A. 
A we have 
7.5. Lemma. Over the algebra MatN(@) of complex (N x N)-matrices every bimodule 
is diagonal. 
Proof. It is well known that every irreducible left Ma+module is isomorphic to cN, 
and that every left MatN-module is semisimple. From this by transfinite induction one 
can show that every left Ma+module L (with its finest locally convex topology) is 
isomorphic to the direct sum of copies of cN, L Z cN 8 E for a vector space E. 
Now let M be a Ma&v-bimodule. As a left MatN-module we have M g CN@E. Take 
a minimal projection p E MatN, then p.M 2 C.v @3 E g E is a right Ma+module. By 
the argument above, as a right Ma+module we have E g K ~3 (CN)*. Thus 
M~CN~~K(@N)*~@N~((@N)*~~KMatN~KCMatNK. 0 
8. Derivations on the differential graded algebra &&A) 
8.1. Theorem. Let A be a convenient algebra, Then we have the following bounded 
canonical mappings, where on the left-hand side all mappings are homomorphisms of 
graded dtzerential algebras: 





%,,(A ) Der(A, Qz,,(A )) 
c 4 
1 c r 1 




C(Der(A 1, A) Der(A, C(Der(A), A)) = C(Der(A), Der(A)) 
Then for every element K of degree k in one of the right hand spaces there is a 
canonical graded derivation ik (resp. jK) of degree k - 1 on the corresponding left 
hand space which vanishes in degree 0; this corresponds to the graded Lie bracket 
[ , I” on the right-hand spaces. There is also the corresponding Lie derivation _Y’k 
of degree k on the left-hand space, which leads to the Frolicher-Nijenhuis bracket 
[ , ] on the right-hand space. The vertical arrows intertwine all these derivations and 
the right hand ones are homomorphisms for all brackets mentioned 
The proof of this theorem will fill the rest of this section. 
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8.2. Let D E Derk(SZ&,(A)) be a derivation which vanishes on A = Q:,(A). Then by 
setting K := (D(C&(A)) o d E Der(A,Q$!(A)) we have 
D(~~...~l)=c(-l)“(~o)...D(~i)...(~l), (30) 
so D is uniquely determined by DJ&,(A), thus by K. 
Conversely, let K E Der(A, &c(A)) and consider the corresponding homomorphism 
TK E Homj(Q’(A),&&J(A)) with jK o d = K. We extend it to jK : B*(A) --) sZzk(A) 
by the right-hand side of the universal analog of (30), i.e. 
&(% @A . ..~AWI)=C(-l)ikr(Wg)...~~(Oi)...i(WI) (31) 
Then jK is a graded derivation of degree k along [. We are going to show that i;( 
factors to Q&(A), but we need some preparation. 
8.3. For X E Der(A) E? Homi(@(A),A) % Homj(Qh,,(A),A) we clearly have the 
following factorization: 
Q*(A) ix Q*-‘(A) 
C.&@er(A),A) -% C~c~~(Der(A),A) 
For K E Der(A, !C$j~~(A)) let us consider the 
i& - (-l)kj& : Q*(A) --, Q~q4) 
‘graded commutator’ 
It is still a graded derivation along 5, and by applying 8.2 we see that 
ix jK - ( - 1)“.7, ix = _71X, Kid 
for [X, Kid E Der(A, Q;::(A)), 
[X,Kld(w) = ixK(o) - (-l)kjK(j~o) = (ix o K)(o). 
8.4. Lemma. For K E Der(A,&&!(A)) we have jK(F’(B’(A))) = 0 for all 1. 
Proof. We do induction on 1 + k. For I = 0 we have F’(A) = 0, so the as- 
sertion holds. If k = -1 then K = X E Der(A) and we have Jx(F1(Q’(A))) = 
R_h(F’(Q’(A)))) c I;(F’(Q’(A))) = 0. 
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Now for the induction step we take cp E F’(SL’(A)), so that jx, . . . jx, (o = 0 for all 
Xi E Der(A). From 8.3 we get 
&_TK cp = (-lY.TK(jx(p) +.TixOKV = 0, 
by induction: the first summand vanishes since jxcp E F’8’-‘(A), and the second 
summand vanishes ince ix o K E Der(A, &&,(A)). q 
8.5. Corollary. For each k the A-bimodule @,(A) is a derivation based bimodule. 
Proof. By the universal property 3.3(i) and from Lemma 8.4 we get 
Der(A,@&,(A)) g Hom$@(A),@i!(A)) 5 Hom$(Q&,(A),Q&(A)). 0 
This result also follows from the fact that Q&&4) is a sub A-bimodule of a direct 
product A-‘, i.e. a diagonal bimodule, see the last remark in 7.2. By the same reason 
the bimodules @(Der(A),A) and C&,(Der(A),A) are also diagonal bimodules, thus 




Insertion operators. For any K E Der(A, &f:(A)) we may now define the inser- 
operator iK E Der(SZ&,(A)) by the following factorization which is due to Lemma 
From 8.2 we may now conclude that any derivation D E Der(JZ&(A)) with DIA = 0 
is of the form iK for a unique K E Der(A, &nz(A)). 
For K,L E Der(A, Q&(A)) of degree k + 1 and I+ 1, respectively, we have 
[iK,iL] = iK& - (-l)k’iLiK = i[K,~p, where 
[K,L]’ =iK OL - (-l)k’i~ OK : C?(A) + &f,‘+‘(A) 
8.7. Lie derivations. For K E Der(A,@,,(A)) we define the Lie derivation along K 
by 
2~ = [iK,d] = iK d - (-l)k-ld iK E Derk(&,,(A)). 
Similar as in 4.3 one sees that ZId = d. 
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8.8. Proposition. For any graded derivation D E Derk(SZ&,(A)) there are unique 
K E Der(A, @n,,(A)) and L E Der(A, O&(A)) such thut 
D = .S?k + iL. 
Proof. D]A : A = &,(A) + @$,(A) is a derivation with values in the derivation 
based A-bimodule Qk,(A) (7.2), so by the universal property 3.3(i) and by Corollary 
8.5 there is a unique K E Der(A,@&_(A)) with D]A = K. But then (D - _YK)]A = 0, 
so by 8.6 we have D - 9~ = iL for a unique L E Der(A, &z(A)). 0 
8.9. The FrWcher-Nijenhis bracket. For K E Der(A,S&JA)) and L E Der(A, 
Q&(A)) the graded commutator of the Lie derivations [_!ZK, 9~1 commutes with d, so 
by Proposition 8.8 we have [_YK, 9~1 = ~IK,LI for unique [K,L] E Der(A,&Ai(A)). 
We may conclude that this bracket [ , ] defines a graded Lie algebra structure on 
Der(A, B&,(A)), because the mapping $4 is injective. This bracket is called the 
Frolicher-Nijenhuis bracket. 
8.10. For K E Der(A, @,(A)) we define CK E C&)(Der(A), Der(A)) by 
UGG ,...,Xk):=ix~o...oix,~K:~~A 
If we denote for the moment by I: Q&,(A) --+ C&,$Der(A),A) the embedding of 
graded differential algebras, then we have 
co iK = irk o [: Q&,,(A) + C:Gt-‘(Der(A),A), 
So the elements L E C&,( Der(A),Der(A)) for which iL maps the graded subal- 
gebra Q&(A) into itself are precisely those of the form L = CK for some K E 
Der(A, pk(A)). 
8.11. Proposition. The injective bounded linear mapping 
c : De&% f&&O) + C&~@W4, De@)) 
is a homomorphism for both brackets [ , 1” and [ , 1. Zf we denote for the moment 
also by [: O&,(A) --+ C&)( Der(A), A) the embedding of graded dtfirential algebras, 
then we have 
4 o iK = ilk o i, co 3~ = T[X: o 5 : Q&,(A) + C_&(Der(A),A), 
so all the formulas from section 5 continue to hold on Der(A,SJ&,(A)). 
Proof. This is obvious from the considerations above. 0 
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8.12. For K E Der(A, @(A)) we consider ck o K E Der(A, C&,(Der(A),A)), and the 
corresponding element 
MK) E CZ(A)(Der(A),Der(A)) g Der(A, C.&,(Der(A),A)) 
then we have: 
Lemma. For o E m(A) and K E Der(A,G!‘(A)) we have 
(32) 
Proof. Both sides, 
are derivations over 5: Q(A) + CZ(A,(Der(A),A), a homomorphism of graded differ- 
ential algebras, and both vanish on A = GO(A), thus it remains to show that they are 
equal on G!‘(M). But for w E Q’(A) we have by (6) 
8.13. Corollary. For K, L E Der(A, B(A)) and o E B(A) we have: 
(1) c([K,Lld) = [c(K), c(L)]” for the algebraic brackets. 
(2) [PKm = _!?[(K)[m for the Lie derivations. 
(3) [([K, L]) = [c(K), c(L)] fir the Friilicher-Nijenhuis brackets. 
9. The differential graded algebra L&(A) 
9.1. The differential graded algebra !&&I) is the subspace of all forms cc E !&r(A) 
which are basic with respect o all inner derivations of A. In more detail: For a E A 
let ad(u): A --f A be given by ad(u)b = [a, b] = ub - bu. Then the space Int(A) of 
all these inner derivations ad(u) for a E A is an ideal in Der(A), and the quotient 
Out(A) = Der(A)/Int(A) is called the Lie algebra of outer derivations. Then we define 
C&,&A) to be the set of all o E G&.,(A) which satisfy &,+)w = 0 and 2’d(a)~ = 0 
for all a E A. It is easily seen to be a differential graded subalgebra. 
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9.2. Lemma. The homomorphism [: !&&A) + Cz(A)(Der(A),A) is part of the fol- 
lowing commutative diagram 
nDer(A ) L Cz(,dDer(A ),A ) - C(Der(A), A) 
Qoutt-4 ) A Cz,,,(OWA ),Z(A 1) - C(OW),Z(A)) 
where in the lower row we have the graded dtyerential subalgebras of those element 
which are basic with respect o all inner derivations of A. 
Proof. Clearly the homomorphisms in the upper row of the diagram map elements 
which are basic with respect to all inner derivations to themselves. It just remains 
to check that in CZ(&Der(A),A) and in C(Der(A),A) these elements form the sets 
Cz(,@ut(A),Z(A)) and C(Out(A),Z(A)), respectively. Let o E CZ(,q(Der(A),A) or 
C(Der(A),A) be basic. Since id( = 0 for all a E A, the skew symmetric multilinear 
mapping c(w) : Der(A)’ + A factors to Out(A) -+ A. By formula (9) we have 
0 = (~ad(a)Wwl,. . ,-%I 
= ad(a)(w(Xi, . . . ,X,1) - ~w<x,,. ..,[ad(aMl,. . .A) 
=ad(a)(o(Xl,...,&))-0 
for all a E A, since [ad(a),&] E Int(A). But this means that o has values in Z(A). 
0 
9.3. Proposition. The graded differential algebra (CZ(A)(Out(A),Z(A)),d) is Morita 
invariant. 
Proof. Z(A) = HH’(A; A) and Out(A) = H.‘(A;A), where HH*(A;A) is the 
Hochschild cohomology of A with values in A, and also the action of Out(A) on 
Z(A) is described via Hochschild cohomology. Since Hochschild cohomology is Morita 
invariant, the result follows. 0 
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